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The research includes the effect of moving elements on wall treatments and how effective in influencing 

the witness through the concept of wall. The word wall has organic connection to architecture .these 

designs can be fulfilled with 2 or 3 dimensions with different raw materials. As the research is concerned 

with the concept of visual realization and its relation with wall work and the potential of achieving 

integration and mixing different artspecialities especially art of moving and architectural walls and 

highlights the study of movement and its effect on art through different ways in different art schools .it 

shows examples of these works as handling studying the art of movement and its relation with walls 

whether outer or inner . 

The effect of this fusion between different arts on wall treatments to be able to affect human social 

behavior from here appeared the research problem to try to find moving  formation formulas  by 

studying moving techniques which allow artist to break free from from stiffness of architectural 

surfaces. And trying to cope up with technology which provide interaction between the designer and the 

receiver taking into consideration human needs and surrounding environmen . 

The researcher achieved many results included that moving interactive works affecting the receiver 

psychology and capable of creating many feelings and variable effects in short time through one work 

which lift up the public taste. 

The visual elements can create life characterized by its nature and status ,all components of  visual 

elementsfrom shape, direction, color, and texture has qualities lead to visual experience to the witness 

and elevate some values arising from his feeling of the moving work. 

The study fused animation as way of thinking based on illusion and internal wall treatment to achieve 

aesthetic and cultural interactive element to the receiver through variable applications with different 

directions to allow fusion between fields .and its possible to change human activity and behavior 

,changing cultures and influencing society with it. 
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